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Intro

Known for more than half a century, only

recently have headphones stepped into the

forefront of audio consumption and

production. Unfortunately, finding the right

set for the job at hand isn’t trivial, especially

when audition is out of the question.


We at Sonarworks have spent the last 6

years researching and measuring

headphones to find how to perfect them. In

this guide we've distilled our experience and

knowledge into an exciting and easy read.
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5 reasons
what makes good studio headphones
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What makes a good studio headphone?

Flat frequency
response

1

At least 50Hz - 17kHz with +/-3dB
accuracy

Why
So you hear music like it is and interact with
the mix precisely where it's needed.

How to find out
Look at our graphs.
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What makes a good studio headphone?

THD below 1%
At least above 100Hz

Why
So details don't get mushed.

2

How to find out
Look at our graphs.
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What makes a good studio headphone?

Replaceable
pads

3

Why
Pads will wear out and when they do, the
sound will change for the worse.

How to find out
Look up reviews or manufacturer specs.
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What makes a good studio headphone?

Replaceable
cable

4

Why
All cables break, no need to lose your cans
when it happens.

How to find out
Look up reviews or manufacturer specs.
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What makes a good studio headphone?

Rugged build

Why
The studio can be a rough place, make sure
your tools can take the abuse, lest they
break when you most need them.

How to find out
Look up reviews, customer comments
and try them out in person.
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When to amp
your cans?
1

When you're forced to work on a
laptop or other portable device AND

2

Your cans are 300 Ohms and up OR

3

Your headphone output is too hissy
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When to amp your cans?

Amp or not?
Despite what many avid headphone
hobbyists will tell you, you don't have to
splurge for an amp. Most headphones these
days are sensitive enough to be driven from
audio interface headphone outputs with
sufficient SPL. With that said there are
exceptions.
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When to amp your cans?

Trouble on the road
Laptop headphone outputs and mobile
devices often have handicapped headphone
outputs. Especially if one opts for a high
impedance headphone like the 300ohm
Sennheiser HD600. In this case it pays to
invest in a simple USB DAC with a
headphone output. It won't add much bulk to
your setup and you'll never be left wanting
volume wise. In some cases a separate DAC
can be useful if your sensitive headphones
are too noisy out from the built in headphone
jack.

A headphone amp will only do good if your
setup only has decent line outputs. In this
case the Schiit Audio Modi 3 is a nice choice
as it has enough power for just about every
can out there. There are a plethora of other
options on offer, but their benefits won't be
as important for studio work.
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Closed or not?
Much ink has been spilled regarding the best in
studio headphones, however there’s hardly
something like the best cans for everything. First
thing you need to find out is whether you need
isolation. Do you work in a noisy environment?

Will sound leakage from your cans bother the folks
around you? If so – you need sealed headphones.

If the room is all yours, then generally it’s a no
brainer to go for open or semi open backed
headphones.

9 times out of 10 they will sound better than closed
back headphones. One exception would be
monitoring bass heavy music – sealed cans keep
the air from escaping, so more bass is possible.

Open

Closed

Pros

Pros

Best mids and highs
Less ear fatigue

Best bass and sub-bass
Seal from outside noise

Cons

Cons

Sound leaks in and out
Low bass lacking

Mids can get muddy

Best for

Best for

Mixing 
Mastering

Mixing bass heavy music
On-site work  
Working in public places
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Where your
sounds live on
the frequency
graph?
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W he r e d o y ou r soun d s li v e on the fr e q uen cy gr aph ?

Vocals

Vocals, Female
Vocals, Male (presence 5k, sibilance 7,5 - 10k)

Fullness 120 Hz, Boominess 200 - 240 Hz

Strings

Violin, Mandolin
Cello
Acoustic guitars (Harshness 2k, Cut 7k - 10k)

Boominess 120 - 200 Hz
Fullness 240 Hz

Elec guitars (Bite 2.5k, Air 8k)
4 String bass
5 String Bass (Attack 700-1k, String noise 2.5k)

Bottom 60 - 80 Hz

Drums

Cymbals

Clank - 200 Hz
Fatness - 240 Hz

Snare
Toms
Kick drums

Fullness 120-240Hz
Thump 120-240 Hz

Keys
Full r an g e

Ex t R an g e

N o r mal r an g e

Full r an g e

Ex t R an g e

M i dd le C
20.6 Hz

27.6 Hz

Sub-bass
Frequencies 
20 - 40 Hz

55 Hz

Bass Band 
40 - 160 Hz

110 Hz

220 Hz
Upper Bass
Band 
160 - 300 Hz

440 Hz
Low-Mid 
300 - 800 Hz

880 Hz

1720 Hz
Mid Range 
800 - 2.5k

3540 Hz
Upper Mid-Band 
2.5k - 5k

7080 Hz
High Freq
Brightness 
5k - 10k

14.16 kHz 21.24 kHz
Ultra-high 
Frequencies 
10k - 20k
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Where do your sounds live on the frequency graph?

Sub-bass Frequencies 

More felt than heard, requires an enormous amount of energy, & Hi quality transducers

20 - 40 Hz

Bass Band 

Where fundamentals for kick and bass are, can easily get cluttered and woofy sounding.

40 - 160 Hz

This is where the thump comes from

Upper Bass Band 

Warmth, or a muddy, woody sound. Fundamental for snare, toms, guitars, male vox

160 - 300 Hz

Low-Mid 

This range has lots of upper resonance & droning. Think of acoustic guitar feedback

300 - 800 Hz

Mid Range 

Where clutter happens, our ears are sensitive to this range, too much of it sounds hard,

800 - 2.5k

nasal, obnoxious

Upper Mid-Band 

Where our ears are most sensitive, & where brittle, harsh and screechy is

2.5k - 5k

High Freq Brightness 

Lots of harmonics. Plus vocal sibilance, and cymbals

5k - 10k

Ultra-highFrequencies 

Not much energy or musicality

10k - 20k
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TOP
headphones list

Open

Closed back

1

Philips SHP9500 - 80$*

1

HyperX Cloud II - 85$

2

Beyerdynamic DT990 - 141$

2

AudioTechnica ATH-M50X - 164$

3

Sennheiser HD600 - 299$

3

Sennheiser HD25-II Plus - 220$

4

Audeze LCD-2C - 799$

4

Neumann NDH-20 - 500$

5

Sennheiser HD800S - 1500$

* prices taken from major retailers in March 2019
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Philips SHP9500

Open back dynamic - 80$

Perceived Acoustic Frequency Response
+18dB
+12dB
+6dB

Great build quality coupled
with decently neutral
frequency response. Just
don't expect to monitor bass
heavy music with these.

0dB
-6dB
-12dB
-18dB
100 Hz

1 kHz

100 kHz

PAPFR

Harmonic distortion
5%
4%
3%

Pros

Cons

Surprisingly neutral


Bass-light


1%

Ergonomics to die for

High THD

0%

2%

100 Hz

1 kHz

Left channel THD 80dB

100 kHz

H2

H3
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Beyer DT990 Pro
Open back dynamic - 141$

Perceived Acoustic Frequency Response
+18dB
+12dB
+6dB

A classic can from Beyer, no
matter which version you opt
for. A bit bright, but THD
very good for an open back.

0dB
-6dB
-12dB
-18dB
100 Hz

1 kHz

100 kHz

PAPFR

Harmonic distortion
5%
4%

Pros

Cons

Comfy


Bright


Great mids


Cable non-replaceable

Pads replaceable

3%
2%
1%
0%
100 Hz

1 kHz

Left channel THD 80dB

100 kHz

H2

H3
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Sennheiser HD600
Open back dynamic - 299$

Perceived Acoustic Frequency Response
+18dB
+12dB
+6dB

Sennheiser HD600 and
HD650 are legendary for
their near-perfect tonal
balance. The only fault for
these now aging
headphones is sub-bass
performance.

0dB
-6dB
-12dB
-18dB
100 Hz

1 kHz

100 kHz

PAPFR

Harmonic distortion
5%
4%

Pros

Cons

Terrific tonal balance


Sub-bass rolled off


Comfy


Bass THD is high for
todays standards

All parts replaceable
without tools

3%
2%
1%
0%
100 Hz

1 kHz

Left channel THD 80dB

100 kHz

H2

H3
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Audeze LCD-2C
Open back orthodynamic - 799$

Perceived Acoustic Frequency Response
+18dB
+12dB

Just like it's wooden
predecessor the original
LCD-2, the LCD-2 classic is an
orthodynamic tour de force superbly extended and clean
sub-bass, neutral mids and
nice resolution throughout.
They're still heavy, but the
improved headband makes the
LCD-2 classic a much more
comfy headphone.

+6dB
0dB
-6dB
-12dB
-18dB
100 Hz

1 kHz

100 kHz

PAPFR

Harmonic distortion
5%
4%

Pros

Cons

Almost neutral


Heavy


Bottomless bass


Highs a bit subdued

Miniscule distortion
even when pushed hard

3%
2%
1%
0%
100 Hz

1 kHz

Left channel THD 80dB

100 kHz

H2

H3
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Sennheiser HD800S
Open back dynamic - 1500$

Perceived Acoustic Frequency Response
+18dB
+12dB
+6dB

"A sonic microscope with
colored lenses", this is what
we called them in our
review. Luckily the
coloration comes off through
digital means and extreme
comfort is a nice extra
thrown in. There’s nothing
else like the HD800S out
there, unless you happen to
score a killer 2nd hand deal
on their predecessor.

0dB
-6dB
-12dB
-18dB
100 Hz

1 kHz

100 kHz

PAPFR

Harmonic distortion
5%
4%
3%

Pros

Cons

Scary high resolution


Still too bright


Less bright than HD800


Sub-bass not its forte

Unique imaging

2%
1%
0%
100 Hz

1 kHz

Left channel THD 80dB

100 kHz

H2

H3
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HyperX Cloud II

Closed back dynamic - 85$

Perceived Acoustic Frequency Response
+18dB
+12dB
+6dB

A gamer headphone? Yes,
we're dead serious,
Kingston has managed to
develop a surprisingly
neutral headphone. It's not
perfect, but at this price it
would be ridiculous to
nitpick.

0dB
-6dB
-12dB
-18dB
100 Hz

1 kHz

100 kHz

PAPFR

Harmonic distortion
5%
4%

Pros

Cons

Almost neutral sound


The gamer look


Affordable

Upper mid dip sounds
strange

Non-removable cable

3%
2%
1%
0%

100 Hz

1 kHz

Left channel THD 80dB

100 kHz

H2

H3
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AudioTechnica ATH-M50X
Closed back dynamic - 164$

Perceived Acoustic Frequency Response
+18dB
+12dB
+6dB

A modern classic, the
AudioTechnica ATH-M50x
seems to tick a lot of boxes,
without breaking the bank.
Versatility is the name of the
game here with the
ATH-M50x being applicable
for just about any studio
duty out there.

0dB
-6dB
-12dB
-18dB
100 Hz

1 kHz

100 kHz

PAPFR

Harmonic distortion
5%
4%

Pros

Cons

Well-built

Extends very low

Low distortion

Channel imbalance

Mid coloration

Hard to find parts

3%
2%
1%
0%

100 Hz

1 kHz

Left channel THD 80dB

100 kHz

H2

H3
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Sennheiser HD25-II Plus
Closed back dynamic - 220$

Perceived Acoustic Frequency Response
+18dB
+12dB
+6dB

Hard to beat the HD25-II for
on-site and DJ work. Hard to
call these neutral, but
extremely usable, if you
keep in mind their
limitations.

0dB
-6dB
-12dB
-18dB
100 Hz

1 kHz

100 kHz

PAPFR

Harmonic distortion
5%
4%
3%
2%

Pros

Cons

Seals like crazy


Not tonally neutral


Built like a tank

Can get sweaty

1%
0%

100 Hz

1 kHz

Left channel THD 80dB

100 kHz

H2

H3
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Neumann NDH-20

Closed back dynamic - 500$
While too fun sounding for
its own good, the Neumann
NDH-20 offers a terrific
potential for calibration. The
newly developed 38mm
driver is devoid of distortion
and despite being
closed-back this headphone
is free from mid coloration.

Perceived Acoustic Frequency Response
+18dB
+12dB
+6dB
0dB
-6dB
-12dB
-18dB
100 Hz

1 kHz

100 kHz

PAPFR

5%

Harmonic distortion

4%

Pros

Almost distortion-free

Superb resolution

Built like a tank

Cons

U-curve sound signature

Pricy

3%
2%
1%
0%

100 Hz

1 kHz

Left channel THD 80dB

H2

100 kHz

H3
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Glossary

Open-back

PAPFR

Closed-back

A headphone design where the sound from the back of the driver
is allowed to freely escape from the earcup.

Stands for Perceived Acoustic Power Frequency Response. This
is a measure which is used to characterize how a headphone will
sound in various frequencies to human ears.

A headphone design where the earcup is sealed and attempts to
deal with the driver back-waves by damping the earcup.

Harmonic distortion

Stands for “in ear monitor”, a type of headphone which is
inserted into the ear canal.

Added overtones that are whole number multiples of the
fundamental signal frequency. Even order harmonic distortion
can sound pleasant as the sound will appear richer, but for
critical listening any THD presence will always be detrimental.

Noise

Extra signal that occurs besides harmonic distortion, usually
random in nature.

Headphone amp

An analog circuit which provides power and control to headphone
drivers; can be either built-in or external.

Electrostatic driver

An exotic type of headphones driver technology where a thin
plastic film is driven by an electrostatic field emanating from
stators charged with high voltage.

IEM
Dynamic driver
O ne of the oldest and most common driver technologies where a
cone diaphragm is being driven by a voice coil.

Orthodynamic driver (isodynamic, planar magnetic)
A di ff erent driver technology which has been resurrected in
recent years. Voice coil is printed on a thin diaphragm
sandwiched between two magnet structures ( some models use a
single magnet structure ) .
Balanced armature driver
A type of small dynamic driver used for I E M headphones. O ften,
individual drivers have limited bandwidth, which is why
sometimes multiple ones are used together with an analog
crossover.
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If you're serious about
studio headphones,
then try this...
The same know-how we've used to make this e-book
can be used to vastly improve your headphones. Our
Reference 4 calibration software makes your
headphones coloration free, so you can work with
confidence.


Sonarworks Reference 4 takes our measurements
and applies them to your headphones, so any tonal
coloration is reversed. The resulting sound will
outclass any headphones mentioned in this guide.


Available in major DAW plug-in formats and as a
standalone Systemwide app Reference 4 is already
used in thousands of studios worldwide.


Follow the link below for a free 21 day trial!

https://bit.ly/2wikhaM
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